Hall of Games
When I received the CPC email requesting for Parent Volunteers (PV) to sign up for the Children’s Day
celebrations on 5th October, I did so immediately. I was looking forward to it, as my time with my
daughter, Faith Png, had been limited lately and I wanted to spend as much time with her as I possibly
could. October was also her birthday month and I wanted to do something special for her.
I was assigned to a team of 3 to help at the Games hall which had about 10 game stalls. My game stall
was the Ping Pong Toss stall. This game is played by tossing ping pong balls onto the egg trays‐ some
parts of the egg tray are colored, and so more points are earned if the ping pong ball lands on the
colored side of the tray.
Together with the other PVs in our group, we decorated the game stall in a pink and blue theme. We
designed the signage and tables to match the theme and also got balloons in pink and blue to make it
more conspicuous to the girls.
I enjoyed watching the girls laugh with excitement each
time they toss a ping pong ball into the coloured grooves. I
think they were enjoying themselves too as there was a long
queue and many of the girls quickly rejoined the queue
after their turn, to have another go. Thankfully we were
assigned a game stall next to two corners of a wall, for this
prevented the stray ping pong balls from going too far for us
to pick them up, and breaking our backs from picking them
up again and again!
Being part of the fun and laughter with the girls on this
special day put a big smile on all the PVs' faces. We were
happy to have had the opportunity to volunteer and would
like to commend the CPC team for an event well‐organized
and planned.
By : Angelo Png (Father of Faith Maryanne Png Jie Ying, P2 Violet)

